
BOARD MEETING AGENDA 

REGULAR BOARD MEETING 

HIGH SCHOOL CONFERENCE ROOM 

WEB: www.oostburg.k12.wi.us 

July 15, 2015, at 6:00 pm 

 

 

MISSION STATEMENT:  "The mission of the School District of Oostburg is to prepare students to be positive contributors to our society and 

the world." 

 

REGULAR BOARD MEETING AGENDA 

I. Call meeting to order 

A. Pledge 

B. Roll Call 

C. Certify posting 

D. Approve Agenda 

 

II. Public letters / comments: Members of the public wishing to address the board on any topic are requested to complete a public  

 input form prior to the beginning of the meeting.   

 

III. School Board President / Admin Team Reports 

A. Board President 

B. Superintendent  

C. High School Principal  

D. Middle School Principal  

E. Elementary School Principal  

F. Director of Special Education  

G. Director of Finance/Personnel  

H. Buildings and Grounds Coordinator  

I. Technology Coordinator  

 

IV. Approval of Consent Agenda Items – Recommend approval of consent items below: 

A. Minutes of the following school board meetings: 

1. Monthly board meeting of June 17, 2015 

B. Personnel 

1. Approval of the resignation of Marjorie Oliver as middle school special education aide 

2. Approval of the hiring of Jerod Ten Pas as Dutch Bunch Supervisor 

3. Approval of the hiring of Rachel Wensink as elementary school library instructional aide 

C. Finance 

1. Approval of June computer check numbers 10009780 - 10009894, wire numbers 201400142 - 201400155, and 

manual check number 501637 - 501642 

 

V. Action Items 

A. Consider approval of increase in substitute aide pay rate to $10.50/hour  

B. Consider approval of Open Enrollment exceptions into the district for the 2015-16 school year 

C. Consider approval of the hiring of a special education/instructional coach position 

 

VI. Topics for Discussion 

A. Legislative Report  

B. Finance Committee Report  

C. Buildings & Grounds Report  

D. Transportation Committee Report  

E. Negotiations Committee Report  

F. Policy Committee Report  

G. OCEF Report  

H. Long Range Planning Committee 

 

VII. Adjourn to Closed Session per state statutes 19.85 (1)(f) 

A. Preliminary consideration of specific personnel issues 

 

VIII. Action items – any action from closed session discussions 

 



IX. Future Board Meeting Dates: Regular Board Meeting – August 19, 2015, in the HS Conference Room 

 

X. Adjourn 

 

               

Wendy DenBoer, Clerk 

 

IT IS THE POLICY OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF OOSTBURG TO COMPLY WITH REQUIREMENTS OF THE AMERICANS WITH 

DISABILITIES ACT.  IF YOU HAVE A DISABILITY COVERED UNDER THE ACT, AND REQUIRE AN ACCOMODATION TO 

ATTEND OR PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING, PLEASE CONTACT THE DISTRICT OFFICE AT 920-564-2346. 

 

THIS MEETING IS A MEETING OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION IN PUBLIC FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONDUCTING THE 

SCHOOL DISTRICT’S BUSINESS AND IS NOT TO BE CONSIDERED A PUBLIC COMMUNITY MEETING.  THERE IS A TIME FOR 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION DURING THE MEETING AS INDICATED IN THE AGENDA. 

 

NO PERSON MAY BE DENIED ADMISSION TO ANY PUBLIC SCHOOL IN THE DISTRICT OR BE DENIED PARTICIPATION IN, 

BE DENIED THE BENEFITS OF, OR BE DISCRIMINATED AGAINST IN ANY CURRICULAR, CO-CURRICULAR, STUDENT 

SERVICES, RECREATIONAL OR OTHER PROGRAM OR ACTIVITY BECAUSE OF THE PERSON’S SEX, RACE, COLOR, 

NATIONAL ORIGIN, ANCESTRY, CREED, RELIGION, PREGNANCY, MARITAL OR PARENTAL STATUS, SEXUAL 

ORIENTATION, HANDICAP OR PHYSICAL, MENTAL, EMOTIONAL OR LEARNING DISABILITY IN THE EDUCATIONAL 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES OPERATED BY THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF OOSTBURG. 



 

Board Update 
 

Oostburg School District 

To: Board Members and Administration 
From: Kevin Bruggink 
Date: July 10, 2015 
Re:  District Update 

 

 Ann and I met this week to have an extended conversation around the recently released Badger 
Assessment results.  As you may recall, the Badger Assessment replaced the WKCE as our state-
mandated assessment. Our discussion focused on the process we will use to engage staff with this 
data as we seek ways to improve instruction and student learning outcomes.  Although the data 
provides valuable information, it is in “snapshot” form. Consistency of assessment formats from 
year to year is the ideal as it provides longitudinal data which allows us to compare student cohort 
progress and look more closely at how our practices are impacting outcomes.  When the state 
regularly changes assessment tools and rules the results are significantly less powerful in informing 
our practice.  We have not heard much from the state recently on the assessment front, but expect 
additional information after the state budget is adopted.  As things stand now, private voucher 
schools would have the ability to choose between 3-5 yet to be determined assessments.  The law 
provides that same option to public schools but in reality we would not be able to take advantage of 
that flexibility due to Federal requirements.  We continue to believe that all schools should be using 
a consistent and similar assessment tool if the goal is to provide comparative data.  Locally, we most 
want consistency from year to year so we can use assessment results to drive improvement. 

 Work continues as we plan for our August 4-6 early inservice with all certified teaching staff.  Those 
dates are coming up quickly and we will be focusing primarily on some significant technology 
change-overs which will be taking place for the upcoming school year.  We will be converting from 
Outlook to Gmail for our staff email and this change will also include Google Calendar and 
associated Google Apps.  Supporting the learning curve associated with these changes and other 
technology initiatives will take place during the first 1 ½ days of our inservice. The second half of the 
inservice will include work on our 100 day strategic planning, orientation of new staff members, 
work on improving our report card format, and training around our new K-5 math curriculum. 

 I continue to be in contact with our local legislators as the state budget process continues.  Senator 
LeMahieu and Representative Katsma have both been responsive and helpful in addressing 
questions and areas of concern. I am pleased with what appears to be a solid course options 
resolution and thank Devin for his work in this area. 

 Our OES space needs continue with a growing incoming JK class.  Larger numbers mean that we will 
be using a second JK room once again.  This has been the norm but the last two years we were able 
to team teach JK allowing much needed intervention space to be available.  This year Vicki Swart will 
move back into the chair closet in our old wing which will displace Kristin Stapel. She will move into 
my OES office and Ray Wolf and I will share the converted shower room office which was used by 
Regina Hartman.  Regina will move into a shared space with Melissa Leaman in Mary Brill’s former 
location.  We will continue to use the back storage area of the concession stand as our conference 
room.  Although not ideal, we have few options with the space available at OES.  I have been using 
some of my time during the day to move my OES office into my HS office space as the converted 
shower area is very small.  There are some positives in this transition as it has forced me to 
consolidate files and purge quite a bit of material still in the files from Dr. Hanes’ time as 
Superintendent. 



 

Board Update 
 

Oostburg High School 

 

To:  Board Members and Administration 

From: Scott Greupink 

Date: July 8, 2015 

Re:  Monthly Updates—July 

While the Aspire results have been delayed until near the end of July, we did get the results or the 

State-wide testing of juniors on the ACT.  Along with sharing some of the ACT information, I thought 

I would try to provide you a bit of a big picture view of what we are learning in regard to our goals, 

and an explanation for the dramatic change in both the district scores and State averages.   

When we first began focusing on improving our ACT scores, we did so because we recognized that if 

Oostburg students were scoring “at or below” the State averages, those results strongly suggested our 

students were underperforming—and therefore, we were underperforming as teachers.   We made 

solid progress in this area last year, but there was still room for considerable improvement and these 

goals represent a long-term project.  We continue to work with our 100 Day Plan teams to build our 

curriculums around the College and Career Readiness Standards that are the basis for both the ACT 

and Aspire tests, and we are working to do so with more rigor and focus each year.  We are also 

working to track student growth toward success on the ACT from their freshmen year on (and 

hopefully beginning in middle school or earlier soon by using the Aspire in more areas) so we can 

progressively build on the progress of our peers.   

 

This year with the implementation of State-wide testing of all juniors, (ACT testing prior to this year 

was voluntary and the test was typically only taken by students who planned to go to college.) 

comparisons with State averages and other districts are considerably more reliable because all districts 

are testing all of our students.  In the past, the percentage of students who tested in each district varied 

considerably, and therefore, this was a huge uncontrolled variable that really had a significant impact 

on results.  Now that the variable is controlled, the comparisons are much more accurate.   Of course, 

in the first year of testing all juniors in the State, both the State averages and our district scores and 

percentages meeting benchmarks are going to drop.  OHS typically tested higher percentages of 

students than many districts, so we predicted a smaller local drop.  Our goal, of course, was to have 

our teaching efforts and goal focus pay off in the form of our district scores and percentages would 

drop minimally while the State averages would drop much more significantly.  If we could do that, it 

would represent progress and show that our efforts were having a positive impact.  It appears that is 

exactly what has occurred as you can see on the attached scanned information from the ACT. (I have 

attached previous year’s results as well for comparison purposes.)  With the expectation of reading, 

which still needs considerable work and was a huge focus in hiring our two new Social Studies 

teachers, we now have considerably higher percentages of students meeting readiness benchmarks 

than the State averages.  As you look at the average scores in each content area, you can also see that 

our scores have dropped much less than the State scores have with every junior testing.  As we are 

able see how we compare to other similar districts in the months ahead, we will have an even better 

picture of our impact on these results.  Ultimately our goals are to continue to raise further above State 

averages and increase our scores with each year that passes. 



 

Board Update 
 

Oostburg Middle School 

 

To:    Board of Education 

From:   Sherri Stengel  

CC:    Kris DeBruine, Scott Greupink, Kevin Bruggink, Ann Steenwyk, Bryce DeRoos  

Date:   7/10/15 

Re:   Oostburg Middle School Principal Report 

 

 

1. Status of the OMS School-Wide Reading Goal for the 14-15 School Year: End of year results, 

upon first glance, are not what we had hoped for, nor does it match the great gains that OES 

experienced.  After hours of data analysis and reflection, this is my interpretation of the data. 

 

Fall, Winter, and Spring MAP test results in Reading were used to get a formal measure of 

progress on my SLO.  By looking at the mid-point of student lexile ranges per MAP, the 

percentage of students meeting the goal throughout the year were as follows: 

6th grade: The percent of students meeting or exceeding end of the year lexile benchmark of 

>997 increased from 21% in the Fall of 2014 to 38% in the Winter of 2015, and held steady at 

38% at the end of the school year. 

7th grade: The percent of students meeting or exceeding end of the year lexile benchmark of 

>1045 increased from 36% in the Fall 2014 to 47% in Winter of 2015 to 53% in the Spring. 

8th grade: The percent of students meeting or exceeding end of the year lexile benchmark of 

>1098 increased from 30% in the Fall of 2014 to 41% in Winter of 2015 to 45% in the Spring. 

 

Thus, as a school, OMS went from 29% of students meeting or exceeding their grade level lexile 

benchmark in the Fall of 2014 to 42% in the Winter of 2015 to 45% in the Spring.  This 

represents 31 additional students that are meeting benchmark in the Spring compared to the Fall. 

When looking at this data, a few things come to mind.  First of all, when you look at the percent 

meeting benchmark at the end of the prior year (Spring 2014) compared to the percent meeting 

benchmark at the beginning of the year, the difference is dramatic.  The reasons for this are 

likely summer slide and the benchmark went up for those students from Spring 2014 to Fall 2014 

due to students advancing a grade.  Also, more progress was made from Fall to Winter than from 

Winter to Spring.  This part is perplexing to me.  The bottom line with the above is my SLO for 

OMS, as written, fell short. 

 

The data gets even more discouraging when looking at the same group/cohort of students moving 

from one grade to the next.  All three grades decreased, rather significantly, the number of 

students meeting benchmark (albeit a very high one-corresponding to roughly the 70th 

percentile). 

 

Although the above is not good, I found a sliver of hope when looking at the percent of students 

that met or exceeded the 50th percentile on Spring MAP results over the course of the past three 

years.  In both seventh and 8th grade, these scores have gradually gone up each year with over 

80% of students meeting or exceeding the 50th percentile.  That is worth celebration!  We are 

beating the bell curve rather significantly.  

 

In a nutshell, OMS’ reading goal was not met.  Although progress was made in all three grades 

from the Fall to the Spring (an increase of 16-17% meeting benchmark/goal), when looking at 



the cohort data from last spring to this spring, the results are not what we had worked for.  

However, when looking at the increase of those surpassing the 50th percentile, it shows that we 

have a significant number of students reading above the 50th percentile, but not at or above 

approximately the 70th percentile as the goal was written. The growth of students hovering 

within the average range is greater than the growth of the students approaching the high average 

range. 

 

2. District Assessment Committee Update:  

The District Assessment Committee that met throughout the school year with the purpose of 

reviewing all of the state mandated and district chosen assessments given throughout the district 

annually has made some recommendations on moving forward as a district in this area.  The 

committee looked at factors such as what the tests measure, what data is given, how the data is 

used to guide instruction and intervention, and costs and time associated with giving the 

assessment.  Since the amount of assessment required by the state increased over the course of 

the past several years, we wanted to streamline our assessments to ensure that what we were 

“choosing” to do wasn’t wasting valuable resources and instructional time.  With this being said, 

the committee has decided to get rid of MAP testing in grades 3-8 and AimsWeb testing in K-8 

(with the exception of progress monitoring).  To develop a more cohesive assessment system that 

directly aligns to the state mandated assessment of the ACT and Aspire Summative Assessments 

at the high school level and our district goals related to college and career readiness, we have 

decided to implement the Aspire Interim assessments in grades 3-8.  This way we are using a 

similar assessment system district wide and results can be used to gauge progress toward district 

goals starting already in 3rd grade. 



 

Board Update 
 

Oostburg Elementary School 

 

To:  Board Members and Administration 

From: Ann Steenwyk 

Date:     July 10, 2015 

Re:  Board Update  

 We interviewed 3 candidates for the part-time Library Instructional Aide position this past 

Wednesday.  I am pleased to recommend Rachel (Meinen) Wensink for this position.  Rachel 

graduated from Dordt College with a teaching degree in elementary education, with 

endorsements in Early Childhood and Reading.  We had the opportunity to meet Rachel and 

observe her work informally while she taught the 1st session of summer school.  Rachel is 

passionate about education, has a warm and outgoing demeanor with students, and she is 

committed to the Oostburg community.  I contacted her most recent cooperating teacher for a 

reference check, and this teacher described her as “phenomenal.”   This teacher indicated that 

in her 18 years of teaching, she has had 37 student teachers, and she would rate Rachel in the 

top 3.  We are very excited to have Rachel join not only our library/media/technology program 

but also our whole learning community.  I believe she will add a great deal to our school. 

 

 Preliminary Badger results are in.  Although we are waiting for more specific reports, we’ve 

started to analyze the strengths and needs indicated by the preliminary data.  We will share out 

more information in more formal form when we have all of the reports.  Sherri and I will be 

meeting with staff to discuss the results in the early August in-service.  We received recent 

information from the state indicating that the WKCE will no longer be used for assessing 

science and social studies.  We do not have any indication what the new statewide assessments 

will be for next year. 

 

 I spent some time reviewing the impact of the 1st year of having a literacy coach in efforts to 

consider goals for next year.  After looking more deeply at the specific interventions Kristin 

Stapel had within classrooms, I believe this position had a significant impact on the 

achievement of our school SLO goal (83% of students reaching reading benchmarks).   I’d 

like to briefly share some specific ways teachers utilized this resource.  Several teachers chose 

to work with Kristin specifically on conferencing with students, making sure the teaching 

point was concise and to the level of rigor expected.  Some teachers chose to work specifically 

on their questioning skills, to increase rigor and to increase student engagement.  Some 

teachers chose to work on how they document student progress.  Others chose to get help with 

developing reading tool kits and finding mentor texts.  Some teachers got help with increasing 

reading stamina and setting up the classroom environment to promote independent reading.  

The coaching relationships were focused on improving both student learning and teacher 

learning.   

 

 I’ve given a few tours to families, and I anticipate that we will have about 10 new students. 

 

 I will be on vacation next week and will not be able to attend the board meeting.  If you have 

any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 



 

Board Update 
 

Oostburg School District: 
Special Education/Pupil Services 

 

To:  Board Members and Administration 

From:  Bryce DeRoos 

Date:  July 8, 2015 

Re:  Monthly Update 

 

 Over the past couple of months, I have kept you updated on some significant staff 

changes occurring in the special education department.  These changes include Angela 

Ring reducing her time to 60% for the 2015-16 school year (she will focus solely on early 

childhood: 3-5 year-olds) and the resignation of 3 full time aides (Shaunna Dyrcz, 

Melissa Leaman, and Marjorie Oliver).  In addition to the staff changes, the special 

education department started grappling with the concern that we were trying to service 

students through teacher aides and not through specially trained and licensed teachers. 

 The staff changes, along with the desire to focus on student-teacher interactions, allowed 

us to look at restructuring our staff to best meet the needs of our students as well as look 

at what impact we are having and where we can improve. 

 

A few months ago, Ann stated at the board meeting that the classrooms that utilized 

Kristin Stapel on a consistent basis (from daily to at least weekly), showed the greatest 

gains in reading levels.  Kristin’s role had a significant impact on student achievement 

and as a special education department we are looking to see whether we could replicate 

that approach.  The staff changes allowed us to examine those possibilities with minimum 

changes to the special education budget.  The following is a snapshot of current and 

projected costs: 

 

2014-15 
o 3 special education aides (Shaunna, Melissa, Marjorie) - average salary/benefits = 

$24,002 

o 1 full time teacher (Angela Ring) - salary/benefits = $60,102 

o Total = $132,108 

 

2015-16 (Proposed) 

o 1 special education aide - salary/benefits (including health insurance) = $24,002 

o 1 new special education teacher - likely salary/benefits (estimating family 

insurance) = $60,102 

o 1 60% teacher (Angela Ring) - salary/benefits = $43,884 

o Total = $127,988 

 

While this proposal would reduce overall costs and eliminate the need for 2 aide 

positions, the central focus is due to the desire to increase student achievement.  We have 

an opportunity to change the way we are doing things (instruction, strategies, 

modifications) with the belief that we can increase student outcomes of some of our 

highest need students.  Based on these calculations (everything is assuming the highest 

possible healthcare costs), the district would likely see some possible savings due to 

lower overall costs.  This proposal also allows for one of the special education teachers 

(likely Deb Styles), to move more towards a coaching/specialist role that is similar to 



Kristin Stapel’s role.  In addition, by reducing the number of aides in the building, it 

lessens the load of constantly trying to manage/supervise what the aides are doing and 

how they are providing support.  Instead of being managers of aides, the teachers can 

focus more on providing direct instruction to students.  Below is a quick view of 

caseloads from this past year as well as proposed caseloads for 2015-16: 

 

Teacher Caseload 14-15 Caseload 15-16 
Deb Styles 7 (2 aides) 5 (+50% coach/specialist) 

Morgan Hellmer 9 (1.5 aides) 6 (1 aide) 

New Teacher   6 (1 aide) 

Kim Jacob 8 (3 aides) 7 (2.5 aides) 

 

Deb would have 5 students, but she would also be working 50% as a 

coach/mentor/specialist to help support both regular education and special education 

teachers in modifying and adapting curriculum to meet the needs of students in special 

education. 

 

The next step was to write up a job description (see attached) for current and future 

guidance regarding the proposed position.  We were able to use the Literacy Coach job 

description (Kristin Stapel) as a model for this position.  The attached job description is 

just the first draft as changes would likely occur.  Next steps after this would also be to 

talk and process with all elementary staff what the new role would look like and how it 

might be used throughout the elementary school.  This would occur in fall inservice days. 

 

Finally, I wanted to also update you regarding the proposed attendance policy changes.  I 

have talked a few times about the purpose of the changes (tighten up our existing 

procedures to allow for quicker responses by the district to students who are consistently 

absent).  In reviewing our policy and the administrative guidelines, I believe that there 

would need to be just one small change to the policy that would allow for much greater 

flexibility in our ability to respond to consistent student absences.  In addition to the 

small policy change, updated administrative guidelines would be established and those 

changes would be what I shared with you a few months ago.  This morning, I was able to 

talk to someone at DPI that helped clarify a few of my questions regarding our existing 

policy and the proposed policy and administrative guideline changes.  I will explain this 

further in an upcoming update. 



 

Board Update 
 

Oostburg School District: 
Technology 

 

 

To: Members of the Oostburg School District Board  

CC: Kevin Bruggink, Scott Greupink, Ann Steenwyk, Sherri Stengel, Peter 

Scheppmann, Kris De Bruine, Bryce DeRoos 

From: Lucas Allen 

Date: 7/17/2015 

Re: School District of Oostburg - Monthly Technology Report 

Agenda Bullet highlights 

 Website 

Website 

 I will be taking 15 – 20 minutes to go over the general layout and look and feel of the 
new site. Erica wanted to attend as well but will be out of the country. 

Collaboration Room 

 The furniture is being put in to place as I write. We are looking forward to completion. 
This is going to be a neat space for a non-traditional classroom setup, group work, 
meetings, and trainings.   

Google Migration 

This is the other hard deadline I have for this summer, besides the website. My goal was 
to move all the data to the free platform and flip the switch right before the August in-
service. We are on target for this and you should have also received an email yesterday 
with some of the details in regards to your own district email accounts.  Any questions 
about that, please let me know. 



 

Board Update 
 

Oostburg School District: 
Buildings and Grounds 

 
Buildings and Grounds 
Board Update: July, 2015 
To: Board of Education 
From Peter Scheppmann 
Date: 7-10-2015 
 
Custodial: 

 The custodial staff is on schedule for the summer deep cleaning of all buildings, we are 
once again happy to have some Oostburg School District students assisting us with the 
cleaning.  The middle School classrooms will be all put back together by Monday with 8 
classroom floors being totally stripped down and started with fresh wax and four other 
classrooms with a deep floor cleaning and recoated with two coats of floor wax.  All 
classrooms are on a scheduled rotation of complete strip down of wax, then rewaxing in 
a 4 year period. 
 

Maintenance: 

 All buildings are presently working thru the teacher requested Schooldude work orders 
for classroom changes and upgrades. 

 Just a brief list of summer projects that are going on this summer in the district. 
1. Asbestos covered plumbing shut off valves that failed and had to be 

replaced 
2. New sidewalk in front of high school 
3. New LED exterior lighting to assist reducing energy cost 
4. Repainting elementary school effis on the building to protect from water 

damage 
5. Build–out of new technology room 
6. Resealing both the high school and middle school wood gym floors 
7. Install concrete slabs for baseball bleachers 
8. Selected carpet cleaning in all school buildings 
9. Classroom flooring repairs 

 On a side note, OK the grass can slow down growing, in the months of May and June it 
took a strong effort by both Ed and Glenn to keep up with the grass cutting duties. 

 
District: 
The following is a brief recap of some activities happening in the school district buildings during the 
summer. 

 Drivers education is presently on their second session  with two weeks left to go. 

 We hosted a boys basketball camp for one week, followed by the girls basketball camp. 

 The first session of summer school is complete with a break in the month of July and then 
summer school Starts back up in August. 

 The high school football team had three days of their football camp in June and will return in 
July for two additional days before the season begins August 4th. 

 The wrestling team has been conducting individual days of practice 1 ½ to 2 hours at a time. 



 Our Oostburg community band comes in on Wednesday nights to practice with roughly 70 
members. 

 Summer fitness has had good turn out this year, meeting early in the mornings 4 days a week. 

 The high school baseball team has earned themselves a playoff game next week Tuesday, great 
job by the Boys Of Summer. 

 Dutch Bunch group has grown to 40+ kids and is very active Monday thru Friday in the 
elementary school with field trips on Wednesdays. 

 Boys and Girls basketball open gyms will resume after July 15th when both gyms will reopen due 
to floor finishing. 

 


